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Todor Bourgudzhiev
Executive Director of ECOPACK Bulgaria AD

Our leading position in packaging waste recovery 
in Bulgaria for the 12th consecutive year is no 
doubt an impressive achievement of which all of 
us at ECOPACK are very proud. It results not only 
from the professionalism and wholehearted efforts 
of the entire team but also from the strategy we 
have been pursuing over the years.  

In order to effectively provide quality services to 
our clients and to change consumer attitudes and 
behavior we have always banked on innovation, 
cooperation and responsible objective setting. 

ECOPACK will continue to be a leader above all 
in innovative development and implementation of 
public awareness campaigns and the provision of 
services tailored to the needs of our clients. We 
will continue to forge working coalitions of all stake-
holders – central institutions and local authorities, 
nongovernmental organizations and media, the 
business community and society as a whole. Our 
goals will remain aligned with the sustainable de-
velopment of the economic and social environment 
in which we operate. 

I firmly believe that adhering to those values and 
principles and maintaining highest professional 
and ethical standards and transparency in our cor-
porate governance will further reinforce our posi-
tion of leader in recovery with care for nature and 
society.

whO ArE ThE wInnErs In ThE GrEEnEsT MunICIPAlITy COMPETITIOn 
fOr 2015?

The first edition of the Greenest Municipality 
Competition for 2015, organized by ECOPACK 

Bulgaria is now a fact. 

Participants included 24 ECOPACK partner municipali-
ties from across the country. The aim of the competition 
was to award the best eco projects concerned with im-
proving the efficiency of the separate packaging waste 
collection system. Entries were divided into three cat-
egories depending on the size of the population: small 
municipalities, with population up to 20,000; medium-
size municipalities with population 20,000-100,000; and 
large municipalities with population exceeding 100,000.

Participation in the competition involved two stages 
– filing in an online form and submitting projects. The 
winners were selected by an expert jury which evalu-
ated the documents according to the criteria announced 
in advance on the competition website. The awarded 
projects meet the requirements for implementation of 

an innovative approach, sustainability, environmental ef-
fectiveness, and social acceptability. They further help raise 
public awareness of the principles and benefits of separate 
waste collection.

In the ‘large municipality’ category, the BGN 25,000 prize 
went to Plovdiv Municipality with a project to improve the ef-
ficiency of the separate packaging waste collection system 
in two regions of the city of Plovdiv – Centralen and Trakia.

In the ‘medium-size municipality’ category, the BGN 15,000 
prize was awarded to Peshtera Municipality with a project 
to improve control and to better protect the separate waste 
collection system, as well as to promote it among the local 
population.

This year’s competition has already been launched. Partici-
pation conditions are simpler and so is the filling of the ques-
tionnaire. Further information about the competition available 
at http://ecopack.bg/naizelenaobshtina/

ECOPACK bulGArIA AD bulGArIAn MArKET lEADEr fOr 12Th 
COnsECuTIvE yEAr wITh 42.12% MArKET shArE

As confirmed by Decree (РД-
262/16.05.2016) of the Minister of the 

Environment and Water Ivelina Vassileva, the 
recycling and recovery targets of the mem-
bers of ECOPACK for 2015 have been met.
Even in 2015, ECOPACK reasserted its 
position as leader among the packaging 
waste recovery organizations in Bulgaria, 
with its market share of 42.12%.
In 2015, ECOPACK clients - leading Bul-
garian and international companies - de-
clared 149 685 tons of packaging released 
on the market, which was 4.9% more than 
the previous year, and ECOPACK handed 
over for recycling and recovery 91,031 t of 
packaging waste, of which 45,219 t paper, 
21,673 t glass, 14,250 t plastic, 4,800 t met-
al, and 4,979 t timber. The total recycled 
amount marked an increase of 4.5% from 
the previous year and constitutes 60.8% of 
the declared packaging.
As in previous years, ECOPACK contin-
ued its efforts to create added value for its 
clients by improving the quality of existing 
services and providing new ones. 
In 2015, ECOPACK developed, printed 
and disseminated among its members the 
“Handbook on organizing separate collec-
tion in business buildings and on reporting 
composite and multi-use packaging”. It fol-
lowed up on our 2014 publication, Hand-
book on Packaging. The manual is based 
on existing regulatory requirements and 
contains numerous illustrations and ex-
amples meant to facilitate the fulfillment of 
reporting obligations of our member com-
panies. 
Also in 2015, we introduced an instrument 

to calculate saved greenhouse emissions in 
CO2 equivalent as a result of recovery activi-
ties conducted by ECOPACK on behalf of its 
members. The data was provided to ECOPAK 
members together with the existing certificate 
of saved natural resources. The Certificate 
provides full information about the benefits of 
packaging waste recovery resulting from our 
joint activity with our clients and supports the 
realization of their Corporate Social Responsi-
bility programs. 
The audit consultation service that ECOPACK 
put in place for its clients has been an enor-
mous success. More than 100 clients have 
already used it and all appreciated it as ex-
tremely useful. 
ECOPACK continued to support a number of 
annual environmental events organized by cli-
ents, and took an active part with trainings, pre-
sentations, games, provision of gloves, bags, 
transport vehicles, etc.  
In 2016, the organization will again strive to re-
inforce its leader position in waste recovery with 
a commitment to society and the environment, 
and we hope to achieve it by working in close 
cooperation with our partners – clients, munici-
palities, institutions, and local communities.

ECOPACK
42.12%

Ecocollect
16.72%

Bulecopack
13.59%

Ecobulpack 
27.57%
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wE wAnT TO usE nATurAl rEsOurCEs In A wAy As TO EnsurE 
ThAT fuTurE GEnErATIOns ArE AblE TO usE ThEM As wEll

I wAnT My TOwn TO bE ClEAn AnD GrEEn

Ivan Totev
Mayor of Plovdiv Municipality

Nikolay Zaychev, Mayor of Peshtera Municipality

What motivated Plovdiv Municipality to 
take part in ECOPACK’s Greenest Mu-

nicipality competition?
The team of Plovdiv Municipality is constantly 
looking for way to improve the efficiency of the 
system of separate collection of paper, plastic, 
and glass waste, including packaging waste. 
Achieving better results calls for constant efforts 
on the part of the municipality, the recovery or-
ganizations, and consumers. The main reason 
for our participation in the ECOPACK competi-
tion is the wish to put in place a better organiza-
tion of the process between everyone involved, 
both consumers and institutions, based on what 
we know about the habits of retail staff in the 

regions in question. In other words, make it simpler 
and more accessible, with all the benefits for the en-
vironment of which we are all well aware.

What was Plovdiv’s winning project?
The project was entitled ‘Improving the Efficiency of 
the Separate Packaging Waste Collection System’ 
and its main goal was to introduce and develop a 
‘mixed type’ of system for separate collection of 
waste from retail outlets, administrative buildings, etc.

What are the benefits of the project to the mu-
nicipality?
In the central city area it is not possible to install and 
service color-coded containers for separate waste 
collection. And yet it is precisely on the central shop-
ping street and some of the adjoining streets that 
the largest number of shops generating mostly re-
cyclable waste are located. After the daily service 
of the general waste bins in this part of town, which 
takes place every morning, waste would overflow 
and pile up around them. Since the launch of the 
project we’ve managed to avoid this and thus with 
joint efforts we’ve managed to keep the area clean 
and attractive. We gave retailers in this part of the 
city the opportunity to meet their obligations under 
the Waste Management Act. In addition, we’ve in-
creased the amount of waste handed over for recy-
cling. We are now working on expanding the project.

What are the waste management priorities of 
Plovdiv Municipality that will make it a greener 
and more attractive place to live in 2016?

The main priorities are using natural resources 
in a way as to ensure that future generations are 
able to use them as well; foreseeing and avoid-
ing potential problems in waste-related activi-
ties posing an environmental and health hazard; 
waste recovery through recycling, reuse, and/
or extraction of secondary raw materials and 
energy; using the best available and most cost-
effective practices and technologies; integrated 
waste management; community involvement.

Among the main tasks taken on by the team 
of Plovdiv Municipality is the introduction of 
home composting and separate collection of 
vegetation waste in the neighborhoods where 
detached houses with yards predominate; op-
timization of the separate collection system; 
enhanced control over compliance by both 
natural and legal persons with obligations under 
national environmental legislation, municipal or-
dinances, etc.

What initiatives do you envision to encour-
age separate waste collection this year?
The initiatives are aimed at raising public aware-
ness about the benefits of separate waste col-
lection and building up lasting habits. They are 
largely targeted at citizens and children and 
include the campaigns ‘Books for Trash’, ‘Old 
Paper for a New Book’, educational activities 
among school students, online awareness ac-
tivities, and many others.

Mr. Zaychev, what motivated you to participate 
in the Greenest Municipality competition?

The wish for Peshtera Municipality to be a clean, 
green and hospitable place for its residents and 
visitors. I would like the combination of clean and 
green environment and developing industries and 
shoe manufacturing to make the town of Peshtera 
a preferred place to live and for the municipality to 
become a popular tourist destination with its natural 
and historical sights.

With what project did Peshtera win the Greenest 
Municipality award for 2015 in the medium-sized 
municipality category? How will it benefit the 
municipality?
We earned the Greenest Municipality for 2015 award 
in the medium-sized municipality category with a 
project to improve the efficiency of the separate 
packaging waste collection system. The project has 
two components. One was to promote the separate 
packaging waste collection system through aware-
ness campaigns where the children of Peshtera 
would act as ambassadors of the green idea. They 
will attract public attention to separate waste collec-

tion by means of special eco messages on 3D printed ma-
terials. The second component was aimed at improving 
the protection of color-coded separate collection contain-
ers through a video surveillance system.  It involved the 
installation of recording cameras in five locations across 
town.

What are the main waste management priorities that 
will ensure the ecological and balanced development 
of Peshtera Municipality?

Raising environmental awareness and fostering respon-
sible attitude to the preservation of the environment. 
Implementation of effective systems for separate collec-
tion of recyclable waste and its separation from general 
household waste that goes to landfills.

What initiatives do you envision to encourage the 
separate collection of waste in the municipality?
Public awareness campaigns targeted at different social 
and age groups.
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ECOPACK PublIC AwArEnEss CAMPAIGns:
EffECTIvEnEss ThrOuGh InnOvATIOn,
lOnG-TErM PErsPECTIvE, AnD COllAbOrATIOn

The sustainable development of soci-
ety is impossible without a change in 

values. Without a radical transformation 
of behaviors and attitudes to the envi-
ronment, the processes of natural re-
source depletion, of soil, water, air pol-
lution, and of global warming will cause 
irreversible damage to our planet, with 
all the negative consequences for our 
life on Earth.
Packaging waste has a direct bearing on 
each of those problems. It is among the 
chief pollutants of the planet, as well as 
a source of raw materials for the econ-
omy. That is why its separate collection 

and recovery is of critical importance to 
tackling the issues at hand. 

Getting as many people as possible to 
realize this fact, turning them into com-
mitted advocates of the green idea, and 
helping them form lasting eco-friendly 
habits is the big goal of all public aware-
ness campaigns conducted by ECO-
PACK. It is not just an obligation arising 
from the Waste Management Act, but 
also one of the strategic areas in which 
the organization has been investing re-
sources, talent, and efforts ever since it 
was created in 2004.

Photos from ECOPACK campaigns 
”3D Ecobus” and ”Eco Labirynth” 

ECOPACK’s strategic approach to 
bringing about effective change in per-
ceptions and attitudes to the process of 
separate collection and to motivating the 
target groups to join in is based on prin-
ciples such as innovation, collaboration 
and interaction, long-term perspective 
and scale. 

Innovation is among the chief charac-
teristics of ECOPACK campaigns. The 
3D Ecobus and the ECO Labyrinth are 
unique social marketing instruments on 
a global scale.  They capture the atten-
tion of children and adults alike and turn 
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Photos from ECOPACK campaigns 
“Feed me separately”, 

“An empty carton is full of natural resources”

the education process on topics such 
as waste and recycling into an unforget-
table experience. It is not by chance that 
they have received highest recognition 
and awards at a number of international 
and national competitions in the fields of 
marketing and public relations, corpo-
rate social responsibility, and innovation. 

The long-term perspective in ECOPACK 
awareness campaigns largely derives 
from their careful segmentation and 
targeting. Logically, it is children who 
make up their main target group.  With 
children it is easier to effectuate change 
as they still haven’t formed stable habits 
and there is no need to correct negative 
attitudes and behaviors.  Communica-
tion with children, on the other hand, 
ensures the highest possible effective-
ness and longest return on investment 
in effectuating change. And one of the 
most crucial arguments – children of 
such age are able to actively influence 
their parents’ behavior and effectively 
transmit ideas and models of behavior 
for the whole family. Good examples in 
this respect are the campaigns “Feed 
me separately!”, “Become an Eco Hero! 
Teach everyone at home to collect 
waste separately!”, “An empty carton is 
full of natural resources”.

Building working collaborative mod-
els is the third pillar of effectiveness 
of ECOPACK campaigns. Finding the 
right allies is indispensable when tack-
ling social problems of such scale and 
complexity and that is why ECOPACK 

always seeks partnership with central 
government institutions, local authori-
ties, school boards, and children’s or-
ganizations and initiatives, non-govern-
mental organizations, private compa-
nies, national and regional media. Each 
of the participants in a campaign brings 
their unique experience and know-how 
and effectively contributes towards out-

comes. ECOPACK has also actively 
supported and participated in dozens of 
initiatives by clients and partner organi-
zations, such as “Books for Trash”, “Old 
Paper for a New Book”, “Live Actively!”, 
“My Green City”.

The ECOPACK public awareness cam-
paigns effectively reach millions of Bul-
garian families. Inspiring and engaging, 
they enlist more and more ambassadors 
of eco-friendly consumer behavior and 
way of life. Confirmation of their success 
in achieving change and of their role in 
the development of Bulgarian society 
is found not only in the ever increasing 
rate of recycled packaging waste. The 
share of people who collect waste sepa-
rately has also increased over the years. 
Whereas in 2008 this share amounted 
to only 23% of the population, according 
to a national representative survey, by 
the end of 2015 it had increased to 61%.

Adhering to its principles and proven 
strategy, through its public awareness 
campaigns, ECOPACK Bulgaria contin-
ues to work effectively for the benefit of 
society and nature.
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sOfIA MunICIPAlITy ClEAnlInEss AnD wAsTE 
MAnAGEMEnT OrDInAnCE

OrDInAnCE On PrODuCT TAx rATEs AnD 
TErMs Of PAyMEnT 

The Ordinance was adopted by So-
fia City Council (SCC) on 25 June 

2016 with decision N364, Protocol 
N84. It is aimed at improving waste 
management in the territory of Sofia 
Municipality, increasing the rate of 
recycling, and reducing the adverse 
effect of waste on human health and 
the environment.
Mayors are assigned responsibilities 
for organizing activities related to the 
separate collection of the most com-
mon waste streams and for assisting 
the recovery organizations.

Tenants of retail, industrial, office 
buildings and food service establish-
ments have also been assigned great-
er responsibilities regarding waste 
management and are now required 
to collect separately paper and card-
board, glass, plastic, and metal waste 
and to hand them over to persons 
with the proper authorization and/or to 
recovery organizations.

The new Ordinance was adopted by Decree of the Council of Ministers N76 
of 12 April 2016, promulgated in State Gazette N30 of 15 April 2016. Its main 
goal is the transposition of Directive 2015/720 of the European Parliament and 
Council of 29 April 2015 on the amendment of Directive 94/62/EC regarding 
reduced use of lightweight plastic carrier bags, incl. the adoption of instru-
ments to guarantee that by 31 December 2018, lightweight plastic carrier bags 
will no longer be provided free of charge at point of sale of goods or products, 
with the exception of the ‘very lightweight plastic carrier bags’ (so-called pri-
mary packaging). 

The Ordinance further aims to raise consumer awareness by imposing an ob-
ligation for the entities releasing plastic carrier bags on the market to conduct 
campaigns targeted at the general public regarding the adverse environmental 
impact of excessive consumption of lightweight plastic carrier bags through 
publications in the media, Internet, or at the very least, communications at 
point of sale.

Another important goal is to relieve the administrative burden as a result of 
abolishing the requirement to fill in internal company specification about all 
products released on the market the use of which generates ordinary waste.

Residents of administrative regions 
where a separate collection system is 
in place are required to dispose of all 
packaging marked with the separate 
collection  symbol in the designated 
containers. This includes paper and 
cardboard, metal, plastic, and glass 
packaging.

The Ordinance bans:

1. Mixing the collected paper and 
cardboard, plastic, glass, and metal 
waste with other materials or waste;

2. Disposing of packaging marked 
with the separate collection symbol 
and other paper and cardboard, plas-
tic, glass, and metal household waste 
in the mixed household waste and bio-
waste containers.

3. Disposing of packaging marked with 
the separate collection symbol and other 
paper and cardboard, plastic, glass, and 
metal household waste outside of the des-
ignated separate collection containers.

4. Removal of waste from the separate 
waste collection containers by anyone 
other than authorized service staff.

5. Disposal in separate waste collec-
tion containers of materials that may 
cause fire.

6. Sticking posters and other materi-
als, as well as writing, scratching and 
drawing on the separate collection 
containers.

The Ordinance imposes severe admin-
istrative sanctions with fines ranging 
from BGN 300 to 1,000 on any person 
disposing of packaging marked with the 
separate collection symbol in contain-
ers for mixed household waste or mixes 
them with other materials or waste in a 
way impeding their subsequent recy-
cling or recovery. These sanctions are 
only applicable in the regions where 
there are color-coded containers for 
separate collection of packaging waste.

PrACTICEs 
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ThE lATEsT TrEnDs In PlAsTIC rECyClInG
OrlIn TAsEv, MAnAGEr, ECOInvEsT EOOD

Please tell us more about 
Ecoinvest.

Our company was established in 2003, 
with a primary focus on collection and 
treatment of paper and plastic pack-
aging. At the time, recycling of plastic 
in Bulgaria had just come into being. 
Thanks to the “Himik” plant operation, 
mainly during socialist times, in the 
regions of Plovdiv and Asenovgrad, 
a number of entrepreneurs invested 
timidly in an attempt to convert poly-
ethylene packaging waste into pel-
lets. Thus, as a natural extension to 
our activities in the fields of collection 
and treatment, as well as in response 
to market needs, we also started to 
produce LDPE pellets, using a tiny, 
second-hand extrusion machine. With 
the price of petrol and polymers on the 
rise on a global scale, polyethylene 
waste gradually turned from trash into 
a valuable resource, hence increasing 
interest in activities aimed at process-
ing and reusing it. The introduction of 
WMA recycling regulations and the 
establishment of environmental orga-
nizations also raised interest in the re-
cycling of other types of plastic. Waste 
collection became much more precise 
and garbage scavengers who formed 
the strongest link of the chain were 
gradually joined by companies and 
large retailers which in turn led to an 
increase of the rate of plastic recycling 
in Bulgaria. Ecoinvest has had a huge 
contribution. During the last 10 years 
we have invested more than 15 mil-
lion leva in recycling plants, machines, 
equipment and warehouses.
How many types of plastic do you 
recycle?
Depending on the type of raw materi-
als used for recycling, our production 
is organized into three main industrial 
units – a unit for the recycling of low 
density polyethylene (LDPE), a unit 
for recycling high density polyethyl-
ene (HDPE), polypropylene (PP) and 
polystyrene (PS), as well as a unit for 
recycling polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET). In terms of types of waste it is 
mainly packaging waste, mostly plastic 

Are there any limitations on using re-
cycled plastic for the production of 
goods for the pharmaceutical or, for 
example, the food industry?
To date only recycled PET material can 
be used again for the production of 
foodstuff packaging and only to a cer-
tain extent (10-30%). The technology for 
chemical washing of PET allows us to 
reach maximum purification of the mate-
rial as opposed to other types of plastic 
where this is much harder to achieve. 
An extrusion installation for the produc-
tion of three-layered foil offers the capa-
bility for reusing recycled plastic for the 
production of foodstuff packaging. The 
machinery allows for the middle layer 
to consist of recycled material while the 
two outer layers are made up of primary 
raw material. Thus the resulting foil can 
be used for food related purposes. 
At this stage no recycled materials are 
used in the production of packaging for 
pharmaceutical products.
What does your partnership with 
ECOPACK entail?
Our relationship dates from 2004, when 
ECOPACK was established. Through 
all these years our collaboration has 
been extremely beneficial for both 
sides. Henceforth we will stay closely 
interlocked as key links in the chain of 
turning waste into a valuable resource, 
ready to be used again.

bottles; general waste such as plastic 
bins, chairs, containers, cases, basins 
and others; different types of foils such 
as various types of plastic bags, agro 
foil, stretch wrap and cellophane.
Why is it important for plastic to be 
recycled?
Most importantly, in order to preserve 
the environment. This way, we limit the 
use of non-renewable resources such 
as petroleum and natural gas. Recy-
cling plastic prevents the accumulation 
of non-biodegradable waste and also 
significantly reduces carbon dioxide 
(CO2), nitric oxide (NO) and sulfur di-
oxide (SO2) emissions in the air.
Why is plastic sorted by type before 
being processed?
The secret to good recycling is the 
good pre-treatment of waste. In terms 
of plastic, the quality of the secondary 
pellets produced depends on the uni-
formity of the incoming raw materials. 
This is why the sorting process is of 
key importance to all subsequent treat-
ment processes. When it comes to re-
cycling, it is very important not to un-
controllably mix different types of poly-
mer because it would have an adverse 
effect on the strength and flexibility of 
the final product. In order to maximize 
the precision of the sorting process we 
are currently carrying out a project to 
implement a sorting installation with a 
3 tons per hour capacity which, aided 
by seven optical separators, will sort 
the polymers according to type and 
color with up to 95% accuracy.
Can recycled plastic be used in its 
entirety to produce the same prod-
uct that it was originally derived 
from?
Production waste can be utilized to 
100% in order to produce the same 
product, with the same quality. In other 
cases, precise sorting and thorough 
washing lead to a near perfect match 
between the secondary and primary 
polymers and thus could also be used 
for the secondary production of the 
same product for industrial purposes.
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fIfTh bAlKAn COnfErEnCE Of ExPrA MEMbEr rECOvEry 
OrGAnIzATIOns, 19-20Th MAy, ThEssAlOnIKI, GrEECE

 
ECOPACK rECEIvEs hIGh rECOGnITIOn In PrEsTIGIOus
nATIOnAl COMPETITIOns

For the fifth consecutive year the now traditional Balkan 
Recovery Organizations Conference for members of the 
Extended Producer Responsibility Alliance (EXPRA) 
took place in May in Thessaloniki, kindly hosted by the 
Hellenic Recovery Recycling Corporation (HERRCO 
SA). Apart from the hosts, also taking part in the con-
ference were representatives of ECOPACK Bulgaria, 
Eco-Rom Ambalaje (Romania), CEVKO (Turkey), Pako-
mak (Macedonia), Ecopack (Bosnia and Herzegovina), 
Green Dot Cyprus (Cyprus) and Fost Plus (Belgium) as 
EXPRA members, as well as Sekopak (Serbia), Coca 
Cola Hellenic, Hellenic Recycling Agency and local gov-
ernment representatives (the Mayor and Deputy Mayor 
of Thessaloniki Municipality).  

On the first day of the event, an internal meeting of the 
Balkan organizations was held, where they discussed 
the challenges they face in their operation. On focus 
were the ongoing discussions and the present threat of 
a deposit scheme being introduced (Serbia and Cyprus), 
government attempts to nationalize the system (Bosnia 
and Herzegovina), obstruction and investigation of the 
system by the special prosecution (Romania), the dis-
cussion on enacting new legislation (Turkey), obligated 
entities failing to declare packaging, garbage scaven-
gers, meeting targets for glass packaging recycling and 
others.

On the second day of the event, open to the public, the 
discussion revolved around the latest requirements and 
targets set in the Circular Economy Package, recom-
mendations for enhancing EXPRA’s performance, as 
well as best practices for meeting recycling and recovery 

targets, presented by the various participating countries. 

ECOPACK delivered three presentations in total, fo-
cusing on the specific characteristics of the Bulgarian 
system, innovations and achievements of the biggest 
packaging waste recovery organization in the country in 
terms of meeting recycling targets and our strategic ap-
proach to overcoming key obstacles, namely the Circular 
Economy Package proposals and undue intervention in 
the separate waste collection systems.

All participants were unanimous that extended producer 

responsibility (EPR) is not so much a business opportu-
nity as it is a service of public interest and that it must be 
acknowledged as such by all stakeholders. It was also 
noted that waste management and EPR are not indepen-
dent principles and that they must be implemented in the 
context of a comprehensive political strategy and with 
the considerable involvement of national, regional and 
local government. It is also essential to offer innovative 
and intelligent incentives to citizens whose involvement 
is of key importance for realizing the ambitious future 
plan for recycling and recovery.

ECOPACK Bulgaria grabbed the “Green Oscar” in 
the “Recycling Industry and Waste Management” 
category in b2b Media’s competition that by now 
has become emblematic of responsible business 
in the country – “The Greenest Companies of Bul-
garia”. The competition’s international jury highly 
rated the organization’s efforts to create and man-
age effective schemes for separate packaging 
waste collection which have made the company 

the undisputed market leader for twelve years 
running. The award is also an acknowledgement 
of the significant investment in public awareness 
campaigns through which ECOPACK attains sus-
tainable change in the public’s perception of sepa-
rate waste collection and environmental conserva-
tion. ECOPACK also won two of the three awards 
in the “Green Communications and Urban Envi-
ronment” category in Bulgarian PR Association’s 

competition – PR Priz. The renowned jury ranked 
the “Eco Labyrinth” campaign first in the category, 
while “Become an Eco Hero! Teach everyone at 
home to collect waste separately!” was awarded 
2nd place. The competition’s tenth year anniversa-
ry edition attracted a record number of campaigns 
whose professionalism, according to the experts in 
the jury, met the highest world standards. 
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